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GLENFIELD PARISH COUNCIL 
 

FINAL INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT 2020-21 
 
1. REVIEW OF INTERNAL CONTROLS  
 
This review of key internal controls is based on the minimum recommended internal controls for parish councils set out in Part 2 of the 
guidance on “Governance and Accountability for Parish Councils (2014 - 2017)”. 
 
The current internal control review was carried out during site visits on 15th February and 12th April 2021.   
 
I am satisfied that the recommendations for improvement made (following the interim audit visit)  have been actioned or are in hand 
and this is reflected in the Comments column in this latest report and Internal Control Recommendations below. Following the final 
audit visit, no further recommendations have been made. 
 
2. INTERNAL CONTROL ASSURANCE RATING 2020/21 
 
Overall Assurance Rating 
 
Table 1 below shows the individual internal control assurance ratings, gained from the current review, plus previous audit knowledge.  From 
these individual control assurance ratings, an “Overall Assurance Rating” of the Parish Council’s internal controls is gained. Testing of the 
internal controls has shown that overall they are “SOUND”–please see table 2 below for an explanation of assurance ratings.  
 
TABLE 1 
 
Individual Internal Control ratings 
 

Area of Internal Control Assurance Rating Comments 

• Proper bookkeeping 
 

SOUND A computerised accounting system (RBS) is in place and automatically posts 
input to the respective ledger accounts and produces management reports 
(e.g. for budgetary control) as required. Some audit trail issues have been 
identified –see comments below for Payment and Income controls. 

• Standing Orders, 

• Financial regulations,  
 
 

• Payment controls 
 

}SOUND 
} 
 
 
GOOD 
 

Financial Regulations (FRs) have been updated and adopted by full Council 
in January 2021. Compliance with Tender/Quotation arrangements was 
tested and confirmed. 
 
i) Each month end, as part of the Council’s internal control arrangements, the 
Chair of the Council carries out sample testing of receipts and payments and 
bank reconciliations and this is evidenced by a signed schedule.   
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ii) Testing of payments was undertaken for the period April 2020 to March 
2021. It was found that internal control arrangements had lapsed in that (a) 
invoices no longer bear “formal” confirmation of Goods Received and (b) a 
unique transaction number is no longer recorded on invoices -which hinders 
the audit trail for confirming  payment entries (in the expenditure ledger -
Cash Book 5), back to invoices.  However, it is acknowledged that the Parish 
Manager signs each invoice to indicate that goods have been received and 
that they are arithmetically correct. Evidence of certification of goods 
received etc was recommenced immediately following the interim audit visit. 
 
iii) Prior to the Covid Pandemic, the use of cheques acted as the transaction 
reference number in the ledger. However, payment of invoices by cheque 
was suspended during the Pandemic because this was slowing up the 
processing of invoices (members were prohibited from attending the office as 
it was not deemed essential travel).  Since February 2021, the ledger now 
shows a unique BACS reference. However, it is understood that payment of 
invoices by cheque will recommence in the first quarter of 2021/22. 
 
iv)Where invoices include input VAT, they are (generally) listed on a report to 
be submitted to HMRC for recovery. The invoices on that report should be 
readily confirmed back to the payments ledger (Cash Book 5). However this 
is not possible without reference to a third report.  This issue could be 
overcome by recording on the VAT reclaim report, the unique payment 
reference (BACS or cheque number) to be shown in the Ledger (cash book) 
in future, rather than just a third report page number. 
 
Please see Recommendations R1, R2 and R3. 

• Risk management 
arrangements 

 

SOUND  The risk register was reviewed and updated by the Council in January 2021. 

• Budgetary Controls 
 

SOUND Council members receive quarterly budget reports accompanied by 
explanations of significant variances 
 

• Income Controls 
 

SOUND Most income is controlled via a debtors invoice system integrated with the 
financial ledger. 
 
Output VAT (charged on services supplied by the Council) is shown on 
debtor invoices but not in the Income Ledger (Cash Book 5) even though 
there is provision for this.  
 
Please see Recommendation R4 
 
  

• Petty cash procedures 
 

SOUND Improvements in internal control were introduced early in the financial year 
including a manual reconciliation record and these changes were examined  
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and confirmed during the final audit visit.  

• Payroll controls 
 

SOUND The payroll for the Council’s employees is prepared by an external service 
provider and this includes sending electronic information submissions to 
HMRC. Payments due to HMRC are made independently by the Council. 
Pension information is prepared by a separate external service provider and 
an annual reconciliation of the amount paid to the Pensions Service, with 
total payroll deductions, is done at the end of the financial year. Three 
months payroll payments were reviewed and confirmed as correct. 
 
Furlough payments were tested and agreed to claims submitted by the 
outsourced payroll provider.  
 

• Asset controls 
 

SOUND  A comprehensive Asset Register is in place (Excel spreadsheet) and was 
reviewed during the final audit visit and agreed to the AGAR statement for 
2021.  

• Bank reconciliations 
 

SOUND Bank reconciliations were up to date for the period ending 31/3/21.  
Recorded balances were confirmed (for four months) to prime documents 
(bank statements and the financial ledger). The Chairman certifies the bank 
reconciliations each month subject to sample testing (standard internal 
control procedure). 

• Year end procedures SOUND  The financial statements were correctly prepared on an income and 
expenditure basis and accompanied by explanations for variances as 
required by the External Auditors. I have completed my section of the AGAR 
report without qualification. 

 
TABLE 2 
 
     The range and explanation of Assurance Ratings is as follows: 
 

Audit Opinion Explanation 

SOUND Minor risks have been identified 

GOOD Some risks have been identified 

MARGINAL A number of risks have been identified and changes should be made 

UNSATISFACTORY Unacceptable risks have been identified and changes must be made 

UNSOUND Major risks exist and fundamental improvements are required 
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INTERNAL CONTROL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The following recommendations are made to improve internal control arrangements: 
 Internal 

Control 
Weakness Risk  Recommendation Officer 

Responsible 
Agreed Action and 
implementation date 

R1 
 
 
 
 
 
R2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
R3 

Payments Lack of “formal” evidence of 
confirmation of goods and 
services received and 
arithmetical check. 
 
 
Since payment of invoices by 
cheque has been suspended, 
invoices are no longer 
allocated a unique transaction 
number. 
 
 
It is not easy to confirm 
directly from the HMRC VAT 
return to cash book 5 that the 
correct input vat has been 
claimed other than reference 
to a separate report. 
 
 

Invoices could be paid 
before for goods and 
services have been 
received. 
 
 
Difficult audit trail and 
potential for duplicate 
payment. 
 
 
 
 
Inadequate audit trail  

Formal evidence of confirmation on 
invoices that goods have been 
received should be re-introduced 
immediately (goods received stamp). 
 
 
Good practice is that if BACS 
becomes the main method of 
payment, a numerical control number 
should be used as a unique identifier 
(just as if an invoice would be paid by 
cheque). 
 
RBS should be contacted to see if it is 
possible to change/add to the cross 
reference for vat invoices in the VAT 
return report, so they correspond 
directly to the transaction reference in 
Cash Book5. 
 

Parish 
Manager 
 
 
 
 
Parish 
Manager 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parish 
Manager 
 

With immediate effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
Implemented with effect 
from February 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
RBS support state that 
the VAT column in 
Receipts Cashbook is for 
clients using OMEGA 
Cashbook without other 
ledger reports –copied to 
internal auditor. 

R4 Income Although in Cash Book 5 
there is a column for VAT in 
the Receipts side of the Cash 
Book, this is not populated. 
The gross amount of the 
invoiced income is only 
shown. 
 
 

Difficult audit trail. RBS should be contacted to resolve 
the missing information in the Cash 
Book 5 report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parish 
Manager 
 

RBS support state that 
the VAT column in 
Receipts Cashbook is for 
clients using OMEGA 
Cashbook without other 
ledger reports –copied to 
internal auditor. 

 
M E Spencer 
Audit & Risk Management Consultant 
13/4/2021 
 


